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CONVEX-ARC DRAWINGS OF PSEUDOLINES
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ABSTRACT. A weak pseudoline arrangement is a topological generalization of a
line arrangement, consisting of curves topologically equivalent to lines that cross
each other at most once. We consider arrangements that are outerplanar—each
crossing is incident to an unbounded face—and simple—each crossing point is
the crossing of only two curves. We show that these arrangements can be repre-
sented by chords of a circle, by convex polygonal chains with only two bends, or
by hyperbolic lines. Simple but non-outerplanar arrangements (non-weak) can
be represented by convex polygonal chains or convex smooth curves of linear
complexity.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Preliminaries. Intuitively, pseudolines are curves which behave like straight
lines. This may be formalized in several ways; we define a pseudoline to be what
one gets from a line by stretching the plane without tearing it. In other words, it is
the image of a line under a homeomorphism of the plane [20]. Pseudolines extend
to infinity in both directions, and cannot cross themselves, but their shapes have
no additional restrictions. We consider here the problem of visualizing pseudoline
arrangements using well-shaped curves.
A weak arrangement of pseudolines is the partition of the plane induced by a
set of pseudolines in which any two members of the set intersect at most once,
and cross if they intersect [12, 16]. A weak arrangement of pseudolines is an
arrangement of pseudolines if any two pseudolines in the set intersect exactly once.
The intersection of one or more pseudolines in an arrangement is a vertex. An
ordinary vertex is a vertex at which only two pseudolines intersect. An arrangement
is simple if all vertices are ordinary. We only consider simple arrangements. A
vertex is a corner if it is the most extreme (in one of the two directions) on both
of its pseudolines. We primarily study weak arrangements that are outerplanar.
In an outerplanar arrangement (weak or non-weak), every crossing is part of an
unbounded face of the arrangement.
Key words and phrases. Pseudolines, pseudoline arrangements, chord representations, wiring
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In Section 2 we show that weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangements can be
represented by a set of chords of a circle. To represent in this case means to find
a set of chords that is topologically equivalent to the arrangement. Furthermore,
we show that we can also represent weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangements by
convex polygonal chains (polylines) with at most two bends per chain, and by lines
in the hyperbolic plane. In Section 3 we show that arbitrary (non-weak) pseudoline
arrangements can also be drawn with convex polygonal chains, but may require a
linear number of bends per chain. When we represent non-weak arrangement by
smooth piecewise-circular curves, this may require Ω(n) arcs per curve.
1.2. Related work. One reason for interest in pseudolines is that they are in some
ways more well-behaved than lines: determining whether a set of curves forms a
pseudoline arrangement is trivial (just check whether each two curves cross at most
once), while testing whether they are combinatorially equivalent to a line arrange-
ment is NP-hard [20, 19]. Pseudoline arrangements can be used to model sorting
networks [1, 17], tilings of convex polygons by rhombi [5], and graphs that have
distance-preserving embeddings into hypercubes [4, 7]. Pseudoline arrangements
are also very closely related to oriented matroids, see e.g. [14], and to combinato-
rial problems on planar points sets, see e.g. [21].
Several results related to the visualization of pseudoline arrangements are known.
In wiring diagrams, pseudolines are drawn on parallel horizontal lines, with cross-
ings on short line segments that connect pairs of horizontal lines [13]. Using a
method based on compaction of wiring diagrams, the graphs of pseudoline ar-
rangements may be given straight line drawings in small grids [9]. The planar dual
graph of a weak pseudoline arrangement may be characterized as having drawings
in which each bounded face is a centrally symmetric polygon [6]. The pseudoline
arrangements in which each pseudoline is a translated quadrant can be used to vi-
sualize learning spaces, representing the possible states of knowledge of a human
learner [8]. Researchers in graph drawing have also studied force-directed meth-
ods for schematizing systems of curves representing metro maps by replacing each
curve by a spline; these curves are not necessarily pseudolines, but they typically
have few crossings [11].
2. CHORD REPRESENTATIONS OF OUTERPLANAR ARRANGEMENTS
In this section, we show that there exists a chord representation for every weak
outerplanar pseudoline arrangement: a set of chords of a circle which are topolog-
ically equivalent to the arrangement. More precisely, if these chords are extended
to lines, then there should exist an ε > 0 such that intersecting the arrangement of
the lines by the (1+ ε)-expanded disk produces an arrangement of line segments
in the disk that is homeomorphic to the arrangement of pseudolines in the plane. If
all corners are perturbed into the interior of the circle, then intersecting the chords
with the disk itself (without any expansion) should again produce an arrangement
homeomorphic to the pseudoline arrangement.
Theorem 1. Every weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangement can be represented
by a set of chords of a circle.
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FIGURE 1. Weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangement A and its
corresponding outerplane graph G, corner vertices are marked in
red.
Proof. Let A be a weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangement. We prove, by induc-
tion on the number of crossings, the existence of a representation by chords of a
circle in which each corner lies on the circle. Any or all corners may be perturbed
into the interior of the circle without changing the other crossings. This is always
possible because we are only dealing with simple arrangements, in which no more
than two pseudolines can intersect at the same vertex.
Let G be the outerplane graph whose vertices are the vertices of A and whose
edges are segments of pseudolines between consecutive vertices in A. Figure 1
shows a pseudoline arrangement A and its corresponding graph G. Corners are
shown in red, and non-corner vertices are shown in white. Note that G has max-
imum degree four, because we only consider simple arrangements, and that no
two triangles of G share an edge, because that would indicate two pseudolines
intersecting twice. One graph G can correspond to multiple different pseudoline
arrangements.
In the following, we describe how to represent A by chords of a circle based on
the properties of G. We distinguish six cases:
(1) If G is an isolated vertex, edge, or triangle, A can be represented by chords
of a circle as shown in Figure 2. Note that in these cases all vertices are
corners, which we place on the circle. Each pseudoline is represented by
exactly one chord.
(2) If G has a vertex v of degree one, let G′ = G− v. If v in G has degree one,
one of the pseudolines crossing at the corresponding vertex v in A has no
other intersections, as illustrated in Figure 3a. Removing this pseudoline
from A gives us the arrangement A′ which corresponds to G′. By induction,
since A′ has one fewer crossing than A, A′ has a chord representation. This
representation can be perturbed if necessary, so that the neighbor of v is
moved to the interior of the circle. Let c be the chord of this representation
on which vshould lie. We can represent A by placing v on the crossing
of c with the circle and adding a new chord starting from v. By making
the chord small enough, we can always do this without adding unwanted
crossings. The resulting representation is shown in the rightmost image of
Figure 3a.
(3) If G has a triangular face attached to the rest of the graph by a single ar-
ticulation vertex v, removing the edge of this triangle opposite of v gives
us a graph G′ corresponding to an arrangement with two fewer crossings
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A G
(a) G is an isolated vertex
A G
(b) G is an isolated edge
A G
(c) G is an isolated triangle
FIGURE 2. Chord representations for pseudoline arrangements
where G is (a) an isolated vertex, (b) an isolated edge, or (c) an
isolated triangle. All vertices are corners, placed on the circle.
Each pseudoline corresponds to exactly one chord.
than A, which by induction can be represented as chords on a circle. We
can perturb this representation if necessary, such that v is in the interior of
the circle. A representation of A can now be drawn by adding two corner
vertices where the chords crossing in v intersect the circle, and connecting
those with a new chord. This is illustrated in Figure 3b.
(4) If G has a bounded face f with more than three sides, that shares at most
one interior edge e with another bounded face, form G′ by removing all
edges (including vertices) of f except e from G. This corresponds to re-
moving from A all pseudolines that bound f but no other bounded face to
obtain A′. By induction, A′ has a chord representation, which can be per-
turbed so that the vertices of f present in A′ are in the interior of the circle.
The parts of f that are already included in the representation of A′ consist
at most of the shared edge, its endpoints, and two chords that should con-
tain two more sides of f (it is also possible for A′ to intersect f in a single
vertex, or not at all). By adding extra chords that cross these two chords
near the points where they cross the circle, it is straightforward to extend
the representation of A′ to a representation of A. This case is illustrated in
v
v
v
A G
v v
v
GA
(a) G has a vertex of degree one (b) G has a triangular face, attached
by a single articulation vertex
FIGURE 3. If G has a vertex v of degree one (a), perturb the the
neighbor of v to the interior of the circle and intersect the chord v
should be on with a new chord. If G has a triangular face attached
by a single articulation vertex v (b), perturb v to the interior of the
circle and close the face by adding an extra chord.
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FIGURE 4. If G has a bounded face f with more than three sides
that shares at most one interior edge with another bounded face,
perturb the shared vertices to the interior of the circle and close
the face with a chain of chords.
Figure 4. If f only shares one vertex with another closed face, the repre-
sentation of A′ still includes two chords that should contain two sides of
f and the approach for completing the face is the same as before. If A′
does not intersect f at all (this happens if f does not share any vertex with
another bounded face) we can draw the entire face as a chain of chords.
(5) In this case G has an interior edge e, on one side of which are a quadrilateral
q and one or two triangles. One of the triangles shares the edge of q that
is not adjacent to e. The situation is illustrated in Figure 5. Form a smaller
arrangement A′ by removing the pseudoline forming the side of q opposite
to e (the bold, blue pseudoline in the figure). Note that this reduces the part
of G on that side of e to a single triangle with one corner. Find a system of
chords for A′ by induction. The removed pseudoline can now be inserted
as a chord that intersects the circle close to the corner of the triangle, as
is shown in the rightmost image of Figure 5. Nothing but the triangle can
be crossed by this chord, since there is nothing else on this side of e in the
reduced arrangement A′.
(6) Here we handle any remaining situation where none of the cases 1-5 apply.
When we get to this case, we know that there must exist a face that is not a
triangle, otherwise we would be in case 1. Let r be any vertex of G and let
f be a non-triangle face of G that maximizes the distance (number of faces
and bridge edges that must be crossed) between r and f . This face f has at
most one edge e that also has a non-triangle face on its other side, because
if f was incident to two or more non-triangle faces, one of them would be
farther away from r than f itself. Therefore, all the other edges of f can
e
e e
q q
G
A
FIGURE 5. If G contains an interior edge e adjacent to a quadri-
lateral q that is in turn adjacent to one or two triangular faces, first
represent A′ without the pseudoline forming the side of q opposite
of e, then insert the missing pseudoline as a chord.
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A G
FIGURE 6. If none of the other cases apply, G contains a non-
triangle face f connected to the rest of the graph (A′) through edge
e, with at most triangles attached to its other sides. First find a
representation for A′, perturb the vertices of e to the interior of the
circle, and then insert chords for face f and its incident triangles
on the other side of e.
only have a triangle or nothing on their other side. If f was connected to
the rest of the graph through one of these triangles, we would be in case 3
(triangular face connected through a single articulation vertex), so it must
be edge e that has face f and its attached triangles on one side and the
rest of the graph on the other side. We also know that f has at least five
sides, otherwise we would be in case 5. Figure 6 shows an example of this
situation.
Let G′ be the graph formed from G by removing all edges on the f -
side of e. bounding f , except the one that contain on f ’s side of e (except
e itself). By induction, the arrangement corresponding to G′ can be rep-
resented by chords. If the two ends of the pseudoline through e bound
triangles that were removed, place their apexes at the points where the cor-
responding chord crosses the circle, and place the apexes of the remaining
triangles and endpoints of the remaining rays in G in the appropriate or-
der around the circle between these two points. Regardless of the precise
placement of these points, the set of chords connecting them necessarily
has the correct set of crossings to represent G. We can do this without
introducing unwanted crossings, because in G′ there was nothing left on
this side of e. The rightmost Figure 6 shows the result of this step, the
representation of the rest of the graph would be drawn below edge e. 
Corollary 1. Every weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangement can be represented
by convex polygonal chains formed by two rays and one line segment, with at most
two bends per chain.
Proof. Find a representation by chords, perturb all corners to the interior of the
circle, and add a ray at both ends of the chord, extending perpendicularly from the
circle containing the chords to infinity. This extension cannot create any additional
crossings. 
Corollary 2. Every weak outerplanar pseudoline arrangement can be represented
by lines in the hyperbolic plane, or by semicircles with endpoints on a common
line.
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Proof. These results follow by interpreting the circle and its chords as a Klein
model of the hyperbolic plane, and then using the Poincare´ model of the hyperbolic
plane as a Euclidean halfplane and semicircles within it. 
This result complements the fact that a weak arrangement with no 3-clique can
always be represented by hyperbolic lines, regardless of outerplanarity [2].
3. ARBITRARY ARRANGEMENTS
It is known that every (non-weak) pseudoline arrangement can be represented as
a wiring diagram [13], a system of monotone curves that lie on n equally spaced
horizontal lines except near a crossing, where the pseudolines follow straight line
segments that connect one horizontal line to another. For weak pseudoline arrange-
ments, such a representation is not fully general; for instance it cannot represent
a set of three pseudolines that do not cross each other but all bound the same cell
of the arrangement. However in this case a slightly more general representation
is possible in which each pseudoline is a polygonal path with infinite downward
vertical rays at both of its ends, and in which the endpoints of these rays are con-
nected by a curve that stays on one of n equally spaced horizontal lines except near
a crossing as in a standard wiring diagram. We may assume that the vertical rays
and crossings of this representation all have distinct x-coordinates.
Wiring diagrams represent arrangements by polygonal chains, but the chains are
not generally convex. We show below how to transform these representations into
a system of convex chains, while preserving the property that each chain has only
a linear number of bends.
Theorem 2. Every n-element (non-weak) pseudoline arrangement can be drawn
with convex polygonal chains, each of complexity at most n.
Proof. We consider a wiring diagramW of the arrangement and construct a real-
ization P with convex polygonal chains by sweeping W from left to right. For
convenience we choose a wiring diagram W in which no two crossings occur
one the same vertical line. We number the pseudolines from 0 to n− 1 accord-
ing to their bottom-to-top order on the very left of W . We define the polyline for
i to start at (0, i) and emerge from there to the right with a slope of si, such that
0 = s0 < s1 < · · ·< sn−1 = 1. This is illustrated in Figure 7.
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
W P
FIGURE 7. A wiring diagram W and part of the corresponding
polyline representation P
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At every intermediate time the rightmost segment of each polygonal chain is
considered to be an infinite ray. To get two polygonal chains i and j, say with
i > j, crossing we shall later introduce a bend to the ray of the upper polygonal
chain, which is i, giving the new ray a slightly smaller slope. The new slope is
chosen to be smaller than the slope of the ray of j but larger than all the current
slopes of rays below j. Thus the rays of i and j cross and to the right of that
crossing again all rays are divergent.
More formally, we define the borderlines of the construction to be a pair of a
vertical line in W and a vertical line in the polygonal chain representation P such
that
• between any two consecutive borderlines there is exactly one crossing,
• both representations to the left of the borderlines are equivalent
• and the polygonal chains to the right of the borderline in P are divergent
rays.
The initial borderlines are placed immediately to the right of all left endpoints
of pseudolines in both representations W and P . A step is a transition between
the current borderline to the next borderline. In each step we consider the corre-
sponding crossing in W , say pseudoline i crosses j and we have i > j, i.e., on the
current borderline pseudoline i lies above pseudoline j and on the next the order is
swapped.
In P we introduce a bend on the ray of polygonal chain i at its intersection with
the current borderline. This introduces a new finite segment and a new infinite ray.
If k denotes the polygonal chain immediately below j on the current borderline, we
set the slope of the new infinite ray of i to the mean of the current slopes of j and
k. If no such k exists, i.e., j is currently the bottommost polygonal chain, we set
the new slope for the ray of i to any number strictly less than the current slope of
j. Evidently, the new ray of i and the current ray of j will intersect somewhere on
the right of the current borderline. We set the next borderline in P to the right of
that crossing.
It is immediate to check that the pair of next borderlines again satisfies the prop-
erties above and hence we can continue in this manner until having advanced past
the rightmost borderline in W . Chopping in P each infinite ray at its intersection
with the corresponding rightmost borderline, we obtain an equivalent representa-
tion of the pseudoline arrangement with finite polygonal chains. Since along each
polygonal chain the slopes of segments decrease, all polygonal chains are con-
vex. Moreover, polygonal chain i participates in exactly i crossings with polygonal
chains of smaller number. Thus polygonal chain i has exactly i bends, i.e., consists
of exactly i+1≤ n segments. 
For smooth curves composed of multiple circular arcs and straight line seg-
ments, Bekos et al. [3] defined the curve complexity to be the maximum number of
arcs and segments in a single curve. By replacing each bend of the above result by
a small circular arc, one obtains a smooth convex representation of the arrangement
with curve complexity O(n). As we now show, these bounds are optimal.
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FIGURE 8. Part of an arrangement requiring quadratically many bends
Theorem 3. There exist simple arrangements of n pseudolines that, when repre-
sented by polygonal chains require some pseudolines to have Ω(n) bends.
Proof. It is long known that there exists a simple arrangement of 9 pseudolines
that cannot be represented by straight lines [18]. We form an arrangement of n
pseudolines by determining the crossings of a system of monotone curves in left-
to-right order. To the left of all crossings, we group the pseudolines into n/9 groups
of 9 pseudolines each. Within each group, we form a system of crossings so the
group forms a non-stretchable arrangement. To the right of all of these crossings,
we move the line now in the ith position of its group to its original starting position
in the group i steps above it (discarding the bottom i− 1 groups, which no longer
have 9 lines assigned to them and also discarding the lines that in this way would
move above the topmost group). This move causes each group to again contain
9 lines that have not yet crossed. We repeat the same process of forming non-
stretchable arrangements within groups of 9 lines and then moving lines to different
groups, until all lines and all groups have been discarded.
The result of this construction is a system of Ω(n2) non-stretchable 9-line ar-
rangements (Figure 8), each of which must contain at least one bend in its part of
any realization of the whole arrangement. Thus the whole arrangement must have
Ω(n2) bends and there must be at least one pseudoline with Ω(n) bends. 
Theorem 4. There exist simple arrangements of n pseudolines that, when repre-
sented by smooth piecewise-circular curves require some curves to have Ω(n) arcs.
Proof. Goodman and Pollack [15] showed that the number of combinatorially
distinct line arrangements is 2O(n logn); their proof uses only the facts that each line
can be represented by a constant number of real-number coefficients and that the
orientation of a triple of lines may be determined from the sign of a bounded num-
ber of polynomials in those coefficients. These facts are true also of circular arc
arrangements, so the number of combinatorially distinct circular arc arrangements
is again 2O(n logn) (with a different constant in the O-notation). In contrast, there are
2Θ(n
2) simple pseudoline arrangements [10, 17], a much larger number. Therefore,
there exist arrangements that cannot be realized by circular arcs. Choosing one of
these arrangements and applying the same argument as Theorem 3 gives the result.

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4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that every n-element simple pseudoline arrangement can be
drawn with convex polygonal chains with at most n bends, and that this is asymp-
totically best-possible. In contrast we presented an algorithm to draw every simple
weak outerplanar arrangement with convex polygonal chains with at most 2 bends.
Since not every such arrangement is stretchable to a line arrangement this is almost
best-possible. However, we also show that all such arrangements are stretchable in
the hyperbolic plane.
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